
Tip Sheet  
Note Up with QuickCITE

Lexis Advance® Quicklaw®

Noting up is a process used to verify if a case is still good law. The process helps you determine whether 
the case has been reversed on appeal and if any subsequent court decisions distinguished or overruled it.

QuickCITE Case Citator is a source within Lexis Advance Quicklaw that assists you in answering those 
questions. In QuickCITE, you can explore the case’s appellate history, examine how it was judicially 
considered in other cases that cited it, and access secondary sources that referenced or analyzed the case 
within a specific context. 
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A  Treatment signals appear beside the name of each case, so you can easily see how a decision has been 
judicially considered. Clicking the treatment signal will direct you to the QuickCITE Citator record. See 
the last page of this tip sheet for QuickCITE signal legend.

B  Select the links under About this document to quickly navigate to a specific QuickCITE report section:
• History of Case
• Citing Cases
• Commentary Referring to this Case

C  Click on the bell icon to create an alert. The alert will notify you whenever any revisions are made to 
the QuickCITE citator record.

D  Select QuickCITE Signal Help to review the meaning of each treatment signal.
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E  Use Graphical View for Citing Cases section to see how your case has been judicially considered. 
The table can filter cases by Court/Year/Jurisdiction or by treatment types. 

F  Click within the table or on row/column labels to filter the list of citing cases. 

G  Use List View if you want to apply multiple filters for citing cases.

H  The Search Within Cases filter enables you to narrow the list of cases by keyword.  If necessary, you 
can use search connectors within the search box.

I  Click on additional filters to further narrow down your citing cases list.

J  Click the Clear button to remove filters.

K  Use the Locus Para feature to go directly to the relevant paragraph in the citing case where the case 
you noted up is discussed.
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SIGNAL SUMMARY EXPLANATION

Case citation 
information

A case citation information signal indicates a case citator record is available, 
but no known history or treatments. Select the signal to view the case citator 
record.

Positive treatment

A positive (green) signal indicates the decision has positive history (affirmed, 
judicial review denied, or leave to appeal refused by a higher court) or positive 
treatments (followed or followed in a minority opinion of by subsequent 
court).

Cautionary treatment
A cautionary (yellow) signal indicates the decision has been subsequently 
distinguished by a subsequent court.

Negative treatment

A negative (red) signal indicates the decision has a negative history (judicial 
review allowed, reconsideration allowed, reversed, quashed, or varied by 
a higher court) or negative treatments (not followed or questioned by a 
subsequent court).

Neutral treatment

A neutral signal indicates the decision has neutral treatments (mentioned, 
explained, cited, or cited in a dissenting opinion) or has history (abandoned, 
abated, leave to appeal granted, reconsideration denied, related proceeding, 
same case, or supplementary reasons by a subsequent court) where the citing 
court does not comment on the case.

Note:
A neutral signal is also given to cases that have been added to Lexis 
Advance within the past 3 business days, but which have not yet been 
assigned a QuickCITE treatment.

Legislation citation 
information

A legislation citation information signal indicates a legislation citator record is 
available. Select the signal to view the legislation citator record.

QUICKCITE ® SIGNALS

A QuickCITE signal appearing next to a case name indicates whether the decision has received positive, 
negative, cautionary, or neutral treatment in subsequent judgments. The signal is a summary of the 
annotation information available from the list of appeal proceedings and cases referring to this case, 
and it also provides a link to the corresponding QuickCITE record. Keep in mind that not every case has 
a QuickCITE signal.

A QuickCITE signal appearing next to a statute or regulation name indicates a QuickCITE legislation citator 
record is available.
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